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The Battle for Mount Suribachi on Iwo Jima
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MOUNT SURIBACHI

The staling of this peak on /wo was revenge for the humiliation of Green Beach.

By Sgt. BILL REED

YANK Staff Correspondent

With the 5th Marine Division on Iwo Jima

—Anyone who landed there will tell you

that naming the stretch oi beach Just

north of Mount Suribachi '"Green Breach" was

inaccurate. "Coffee-Grounds Beach" would de-

scribe the place better, for the iron-gray volcanic

sand that covers the area resembles nothing so

much as the dregs in a coffee pot on Monday

morning. Members of the 5th Marine Division

who landed here became extremely intimate with

these coffee grounds during the first 48 hours of

the invasion.

The sand got into their eyes and caked around

their eyelashes. It became mixed in their hair

like gritty dandruff. It invaded small cans of

K-ration ham and eggs as soon as they were

opened. It crept over the tops of the men's leg-

gings and worked to the bottom of their shoes.

The sand was both friend and enemy. It made

foxhole digging easy, but it made fast move-

ment impossible for men and vehicles.

For two days the men who landed on Green

Beach were pinned to the ground. Murderous

machine-gun, sniper and mortar fire came from

a line of pillboxes 300 yards away in the scrubby

shrubbery at the foot of the volcano. No one on

the beach, whether he was a CP phone operator

or a front-line rifleman, was exempt. The sight

of a head raised above a foxhole was the signal

to dozens of Japs, safely hidden in concrete em-

placements, to open up. Men lay on their sides

to drink from canteens or to urinate. An errand
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between foxholes became a life-and-death mis-

sion for the man who attempted it.

For two days the Marines stayed pinned to the

beach in what seemed to many of them a hu-

miliating stalemate.- Hundreds of green-clad

bodies hugged the coffee grounds, spread out

helplessly in a scattered pattern, furnishing

marksmanship practice for the Japs on the moun-

tain with their telescopic gunsights.

The Marines had been hopelessly cut up and

disorganized when they hit the beach. Their ve-

hicles bogged down in the sand when they were

brought in. Their supplies were ruined. Many of

their wounded still lay where they fell, in spite

of the heroic efforts of the tireless medical corps-

men. Bad weather and a choppy ocean prevented

the landings of many small boats on the second

day and held up the supply of new ammunition

and equipment and the evacuation of the wound-

ed. Though scores of dead marines lay every-

where, few of our troops had seen_^_ single Jap,

dead or alive.

Towering over them was Mount Suribachi, a

gray, unlovely hulk with enemy pillbox chan-

cres in its sides. The marines on Green Beach

grew to hate the mountain almost as much as

they hated the Japs who were on it. Reaching the

summit was almost as much of a challenge as

destroying the men who defended it.

The supporting air and naval fire did much.

Hour after hour of surface and air bombardment

couldn't fail to wipe out many emplacements,

imprison many Japs in their caves and slowly

Among the first to fall after the landings on Iwo Jima were these two After taking him away from the front lines where he was wounded by Jap mortar fire,

marines who lie dead where they were going forward against the Japs. four marines gently lower Cpl W. H. Porter into a hollow in the volcanic sand.

shots at marines trying to reorganize their outfits.

There were also many Japs who were dead.

There were dead Japs in every conceivable con-

tortion of men who meet death violently. Their

arms and &egs werg-wii m Ut.il jAmmjI their hocfaes

and their fists were clenched and frozen. Those

who had been killed by flame throwers were

burned to a black darker than the ashes of Suri-

bachi or scorched to a brilliant yellow. Their

clothes had been burned off, and the heat had

vulcanized their buttocks together with ugly

black strips. It was good to see these sights after

having been pinned down to Green Beach for

two terrible days.

There were dead marines too. Some platoons

had been entirely stripped of their officers and

noncoms. Some had lost more than three-fourths

of their men since morning.

But the worst of the battle for Suribachi was

over. Our men had fought their way in under

the guns higher up on the mountain. Many of

these guns had been knocked out by our tanks

and artillery, and our naval and air bombard-

ment. Many others couldn't be depressed far

enough to menace our new positions.

There was still much to be done at the foot

of the volcano. There were still many emplace-

ments to be cleaned out with flame throwers and

tanks, and there were still snipers sneaking

through the subterranean tunnels. The third

afternoon a detachment of marines fought around

one side of the eneamtam and another detachment

fought around the other. Then they dug in for

the night. At 0100 hours the Japs counterattacked.
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They kept coming until daybreak, but the ma-

rines held them back. And all day the Americans

were busy cleaning out the tunnels, caves and

concrete emplacements at the mountain's base.

On the fourth night S/Sgt. Ernest R. Thomas

of Tallahassee, Fla., led a platoon whose officer

had been killed; it was accompanied by the com-

pany's executive officer, 1st Lt. Harold G. Shrier

of Richmond, Mo. They dug in for the night at

the base of a tortuous path leading to the top

of the mountain. It was a bad night. Rain stream-

ed down the mountain in small rivulets that

trickled under their clothes and washed the cof-

fee grounds across their bodies. The cold Wind

made them shiver. They huddled in foxholes,

keeping their weapons dry with their ponchos.

At 0800 hours the following morning they

began the ascent. The volcanic sand on the steep

path offered poor footing. Stubby plants broke

off in the men's hands or pulled out by their

roots. But the only resistance encountered was

the occasional ping of a sniper's bullet. As the

men reached the summit they found a few more

emplacements that were manned by live Japs.

These were cleaned out with name throwers,

BARs and satchel charges.

AT 1131 hours the Marines were in undisputed

i control of the top of the volcano. Sgt. Henry

O. Hanson of Somerville, Mass., looked around

for a pole and found a lead pipe on the ground.

At 1137 hours he with Lt. Schrier and other 5th

Division Marines raised the American flag on the

topmost mound of Suribachi.

Yanks at Home Abroad

YANK TW Army Weekly • MAX. 3*, 1945

| ew Caledonia—It's kind of lonesome these

days at a certain Army dispensary here.

Pfc. Stanley Pryzbyla has quit coming around.

This healthy looking 190-pound typist in a Sig-

nal Corps photographic lab has been on sick

call exactly 103 times in five month*. He is proud

of his record but resents being' known about the

post as a goldbrick.

"It was always legitimate stuff," he says.

First he got some sort of fungus in his arm-

pits. That was cured in a few months. Then

someone brought a cat into his tent, and Pryzbyla

broke out in fleabites. After the fleabites the

fungus came back.. All in all, it was just one

damned thing after another.

None of this made life any easier for Pryzbyla.

His lieutenant jumped on him for missing so

much work. And his friends all called him a

goldbrick.

"Things got so bad," Pryzbyla says, "that I

asked the doctor to give.me some salve to treat

myself. In the meantime the lieutenant went to

the Old Man about me missing so much work.

Well, you know the regulations—they cant keep

a man off the sick book, but they can make it

tough for him. So the Old Man put out an order

that the sick truck was to quit stopping off at

the service dub. After that, things were pretty

boring."

Pryzbyla is a well man now and hasn't seen

the inside of the dispensary for several weeks.

The company clerk is a little sorry. "I was

just getting to the point where I could spell his

name," he says. _r-t WHOM OWUKES
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Hide and Seek

With the 3d Division in France—Pfc. Walter

Passon of Duluth, Minn., and Pfc. August

Rydzall of Belleville, Kans., probably owe their

lives to the snottiness of a German tank driver.

The two men had been separated from their

outfits and were wandering around the front at

night. First a flak wagon chased them, then

Passon lost his helmet. He saw it lying on the

ground by a house and started after it He was

halfway there when a German soldier turned

the corner of the building, saw the helmet and

picked it up.

Three more Germans followed that one, so the

two GIs beat it. Finally they came up to what

they thought was a Tank tank. They hailed it

affectionately, rapped on the side and called

greetings to the man standing in the turret. This

guy just looked at them for a moment in the

dark, then turned contemptuously away without

saying a word.

Then the Americans saw the Nazi markings

on the tank. As nonchalantly as they could,

they turned around and walked back the way

they came. When they were out of sight, they

ran like helL This time they were lucky. They

ran right into an American CP.

-Pvt. ROKBT t ABRAMS

YANK RaW C ■

Ski Utter

With the 78th Division, Germany—Sgt

Waldren E. Bliss of Riverhead, N. Y.T

Text and Sketches by Cpl. Ernest Maxwell

THE Navy blimps used to patrol the U. S.

coasts can do almost anything. Blimps

kept aloft with helium can hang motionless

over a target or they can make a mile a

minute; they can be brought down to within

a few feet of the water or reach an altitude

of 8,000 feet. Heavy weather doesn't mean

much to a blimp unless it is trying to land in

a strong ground gale; in that case it means

trouble for the ground crew.

Blimps are particularly effective against sub-

marines because of the all-around vision their

crews have, plus the help of mechanical spot-

ting devices. Blimps can put up a fight if at-

tacked but like better to drop TNT on unsus-

subs.

They're extremely good at rescuing fryers

at sea; on such jobs they cut off both

engines and get down almost to the sur-

the water. Sometimes they also make

rescues from isolated ground areas. A

pilot once picked up four men, one of whom

had died from exposure, from a desolate spot

in the California desert. Both propellers of the

blimp were bent in the process. The pilot re-

ceived the Distinguished Flying Cross.

Our blimps. have an advantage over the

lighter-than-aircraft of other countries in that

the U. S. has a monopoly on helium, which is

comparatively safe. The only other gas that

can be used for airships is hydrogen, which is

touchy, highly inflammable stuff.

When a blimp's fuel supply is gone, it fa

comes a free balloon and can stay up

definitely. Blimps consume about half as
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fuel as heavier-than-aircraft.

Most of the duty time aboardship is spent

sweating out subs and other objects in the

water subject to patrol, facilities for relaxation

limited on a blimp.
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By He DtfcS MYERS

YANK Staff Writer

Washington, D. C.—As a onetime reporter,

and by his own words a good one, U. S.

Sen. Arthur H. Vandenberg believes that

one fact is worth five fancy adjectives. On January

10, on the Senate floor, this Michigan Republican

stated some views about American foreign policy

which may have an important bearing on history.

In simple language Vandenberg urged that the

United States sign a treaty with her major allies

guaranteeing the use of force, if necessary, to

keep Germany and Japan disarmed forever.

Most newspapers and magazines hailed Van-

den berg's speech as a powerful contribution to-

ward international cooperation; he received 60,-

000 telegrams, many of them from servicemen.

Almost all the telegrams praised the speech. A

man in Philadelphia wired: "Finally an under-

standable speech — made by a man without

marbles in his mouth.'*

Time said: "In bold, constructive terms, the

No. 1 Republican spokesman for foreign affairs,

long an isolationist, told the U. S. Senate that

it was time for the U. S. to stop talking about

world collective security and do something to

make it real. ... It might well prove to be the

most important speech made by an American in

World War H."

Some publications praised the address with

reservation. The New York Herald Tribune, for

instance, said: "At times, Vandenberg seems to

recognize this as a struggle for national exist-

ence; at others, he seems to see it as one from

which we could retire unless all our more ideal-
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istic notions were fulfilled."

On the other hand, columnist Walter Lippmann

thought it might be one of the few speeches like-

ly to "affect the course of events."

And the London Daily Telegraph said: "Sen.

Vandenberg, who exercises more influence over

Congress than any other Republican, has seized

the occasion of the three-power conference to

urge with greater vigor than ever that America

should now pledge her constant armed coopera-

tion in a collective security scheme with all her

major allies."

In his Senate office, after the first tumult over

the speech had died down, Vandenberg peered

quizzically through rimless spectacles at a stack

of telegrams, lighted a denicotinized cigar—the

only kind he smokes — and said he wished he

were as influential as he had been 40 years ago.

"Forty years ago when I was 20," he said, "in

my home town of Grand Rapids, Mich., I was

City Kail reporter on the Grand Rapids Herald.

Made $25 a week and ran the municipal govern-

ment from the side lines. Never been so influen-

tial before or since. There are days when I won-

der why a fellow leaves a job on the brick pile

to get out front where other people can throw

bricks at him. The trouble with authority is that

responsibility goes with it."

Not that Vandenberg doesn't like being a

United States senator. He likes it good. He has

been in the Senate since 1928 and has risen stead-

ily in his party's councils. Both in 1936 and in

1940 he was mentioned as a GOP Presidential

DUEREN on the Roer

One of the few things left

In the baffle fo cross fhe last

water barrier before the Rhine,

two Infantry companies carried

the main burden of the assault.

By Sgt. ED CUNNINGHAM

YANK Staff Correspondent

Dderen, Germany—This is the city that lived

on borrowed time for three months. Its

first brush with doom came last November

when American troops drove to the west bank of

the Roer, just 40 yards across from the city.

Already shattered by Allied air attacks, Dueren—

the key city in a road network leading to the

Cologne plain—looked like a comparative push-

over for the hard-driving First Army forces.

That 40-yard gap was a slim lease on life but

it was sufficient for the time being, thanks to the

dam system which regulated the flow of water.

The dams controlled 160,000,000 cubic feet of

water, and the Germans controlled the dams. By

blowing two main dams, Schwammenauel and

Urfttalsperre, they could inundate the river valley

and trap any Allied troops attempting a crossing.

Dueren could not be taken until the dams were

captured or neutralized. So the First Army units

attacked toward the town of Schmidt, the key

to the dam defenses. The threat of flood held up

our advances and saved Dueren.

Dueren's second reprieve came in mid-

December when Von Runstedt's forces crashed

through the Ardennes. That automatically

now strung with U. S. Army Signal Corps telephone wire.

stymied the Allied thrust toward Schmidt. It was

not until late in January, when the German
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counteroffensive had been rolled back beyond

the Belgian border, that we could resume our

push toward the dam sites.

U. S. First Army troops took Schmidt on Feb-

ruary 8 and moved on toward Schwammenauel,

the largest of the four dams. But two days later,

before we could secure the dam, the Germans

opened the flood gates and blew the control gates.

The roaring waters rushed west toward Dueren,

raising the river level eight feet, flooding the

lowlands and doubling the speed of the current.

An assault crossing under such conditions was

all but impossible, so our First and Ninth Armies

had to sit back and wait for the flood to subside.

But Dueren couldn't hold out forever. Its bluff

was called on February 23 when the First Army's.

8th and 104th Divisions launched a joint assault.

Dueren was captured. Here is how it happened:

Company K of the 13th Infantry, 8th Division,

had chow at midnight—steak, potatoes, bread,

butter, coffee and doughnuts. Some of the men

ate it standing around in the mud and rubble

of the skeletonized village of Guerzenich. Others

carried it back to their billets in the cellars,

where they could eat in comparative comfort.

There was still an hour before we were to start

for the battalion-assembly area on the west bank

of the Roer, opposite Dueren.

"That was a pretty good meal," one K company

man remarked as he came back for seconds on

coffee. "It ought to be," somebody in the mess

line said. "If those motors break down tonight,

we'll have to paddle across that damned river and

have a strongpoint there. So be ready to lay some

in if we need help."

"You let me know when you want it, and 111

plaster hell out of them," Kuiken assured him,

then added: "Well, I guess I better shove. It's 10

of. Take it easy, you guys, and good luck."

He turned to the lieutenant and put out his

hand. "Good luck, Johnny—I mean lieutenant.

Hell, I keep forgetting you're an officer now."

"Don't let it bother you," the lieutenant said.

"Good luck, Ed. See you over there."

They shook hands firmly, like two men who

enjoyed knowing each other. It was a token of

mutual respect that knew no rank—respect that

came from fighting together and each one know-

ing just what the other could do in a tight spot.

Kuiken and the lieutenant were old K company

men. They joined it together back in 1941, as

privates at Fort Jackson, S. C. Both were platoon

sergeants when the 8th Division came to France.

Johnny got a battlefield commission for leader-

ship at Brest, when his platoon leader was injured

and he had to take over. He also got wounds

there that hospitalized him for four months. He

had rejoined the company two weeks ago, and

tonight would be his first action as an officer.

It was 0055. The lieutenant said, "Let's hit it."

The platoon moved out on the moonlit main street

and fell in with the 1st and 3d Platoons.

"Take it easy with the grenades on those

Jerry cellars," Doc Marone said. "That's where

they keep the cognac."

Another voice in the darkness said, "I'd like a

three-day pass starting immediately."

"Okay, you got it," the lieutenant said. "Only

it's made out to Dueren."
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"If the Jerries knew what I know," a man in

the front rank said, "they'd be heading back to

Berlin right now."

"Yeah," the guy behind him said, "and maybe

if you knew what the Jerries know you'd be

heading back to Indiana."

As they moved off in single file on each side

of the rubble-heaped street, one optimist said,

"Hell, the war, might be all over tomorrow."

"Yeah," somebody added. "All over Dueren."

The artillery began at 0245. Four battalions of

it, two lights and two mediums, delivered

thousands of shell-encased notices to the defenders

of Dueren. They fell first on the east bank of the

river, then on the waterfront buildings,- then

eastward toward the center of the city, so that

all of Dueren would know that the mortgage on

this part of Hitler's Reich was being foreclosed.

When the artillery lifted at 0330, the infantry

shoved off the west bank to enforce Dueren's

eviction notice. Rubber assault boats, powered by

50-horsepower outboard motors, were supposed

to carry the infantry across the treacherous cur-

rent. The motors were to have been warmed up

while the artillery covered their noise, until the

very minute before departure. But most of the

motors failed to start. So the infantrymen, who

were supposed to be passengers on this trip,

finished by working their own way, as usual—

'this time by paddling instead of walking.

German mortar and artillery fire raked the

bank where the 13th Infantry was making ready

to cross the swirling river. The second lieutenant
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Roer Patrol

Before the final break-through

that took Dueren, individual

patrols did the delicate job of

preliminary reconnaissance.

By Sgt. RALPH MARTIN

Stars & Stripes Correspondent

With the Ninth Army in Germany—The

war was sleeping on both sides of the

Roer River, just as it had been sleeping

almost every night for weeks and weeks. There

were no war sounds, no sounds at all anywhere,

except the loud rushing noise of the river itself.

Then suddenly out of the thick mist came

the shadows—35 skinny shadows and 10 fat ones.

The skinny ones spread out soundlessly along the

river bank, flattened themselves on the ground

and got their rifles and BARs into position. The

fat shadows—face-blackened soldiers wearing

Mae Wests—slid into a waiting assault boat and

pushed off.

Lt. Roy (Buck) Rogers looked at his watch. It

was 1900 hours. So far, so good.

But suddenly the current grabbed the boat,

swept it against some debris and tipped it to one

side. Just as suddenly the air was filled with flares

slicing open the fog. Kraut machine guns started

splattering all around the boat, and mortars

started plopping in close. The 10 soldiers were no

longer fat shadows; they were desperate, fast-

moving men, sitting in a spotlight, shifting their

positions, trying to get away from the debris and
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to keep their boat afloat.

On the bank, still stretched out silently, were

the 35 skinny shadows. Finally Buck Rogers in

the boat grabbed his walkie-talkie. "Fire 15. Fire

17. Fire 25. Repeat. Fire 19. Repeat. Repeat." Sec-

onds after he spoke, the skinny shadows were

speaking with their guns.

Even in this blinding mist there was no guess

firing. Every Kraut position had been preobserved •

and located and numbered. 1st Lt. Carl Aamont

had spent several days in careful reconnaissance.

Everything now was pinpoint precision. Behind

the 35 skinny shadows were several heavy-

weapons platoons waiting to supply overhead

fire, also at numbered targets. Alongside them

were some mortar sections.

"Fire 23. Repeat. Repeat."

For a short time the flares stopped. Soon the

boat reached the other bank, and three of the fat

shadows stayed behind to take care of it—pull it

out and hide it. These three were engineers from

C Company of the 327th Engineers, temporarily

assigned to Buck Rogers' Raiders.

The other seven scooted up the banks and

stopped in the wooded slope near the top of the

dyke. The dyke top was a long stretch of dirt

path, 10 feet wide. "We called it Lovers' Lane,"

says S/Sgt. Chris Lorenz, one of the seven. "There

was a lot of grassy lawn and there were plenty

of 'benches still sitting there. And there were lots

and lots of bushes."

Like most of the seven, Lorenz had been here

many times before. Crossing the Roer was just

a routine job for Rogers' Raiders. And Lovers'

Lane was an old friend. It was an old friend be-

cause there was this sharp slope that you could

SINCE KISKA, AUGUST 15, 1943, THE BIGGEST BATTLE FOR THE NORTHERN "SNOWFEET HAS BEEN AGAINST WEATHER LIKE THIS BLIZZARD NEAR FAIRBANKS

Dogfaces on the mainland and in

the Aleutian Chain watch the

war go by on other fronts, stare

out toward the Kuriles and won-

der if there's anything cooking.

By Cpl. JOHN M. HAVERSTICK

YANK Staff Correspondent

Alaska and the Aleutians—A corporal said

this about the scarcity of combat in Alas-

* ka: "We are closeted here in Alaska and

the Aleutians like a woman in confinement un-

til the war is over, or else we may become the

mother of another offensive. And we all wish

we knew which."

The radio stations in Alaska and the Aleutians

still sign on and off with slogans like "Broad-

casting to you from the northern highway to

victory." The foxholes dug during the battle are

still on Attu but they are just in the way during

practice alerts. The Infantry and Engineers and

AAF stumble into the snow-covered holes they

forgot were there.

The Aleutians have gone GI to a point where

the men stand regular Saturday hut inspections

and you no longer turn your back to the wind

and use any place on the ground for a latrine.

The only reason any soldier on Attu has worn a

helmet since July 1943 is a standing rule of the

mess halls—"No helmet, no chow."

Just after Kiska, a year and a half ago, most

Of the war was detoured from this shortest route

to Tokyo, and nobody knew then, and nobody

knows yet, whether it will ever come through

again. So the war in Alaska is mostly against

doubt as to whether this theater still matters.
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"Look at the maps we use now," says Cpl. Paul

C. Legette of San Francisco, Calif. "They aren't

even global. There isn't room on them for the

- Aleutians to be near Japan where they belong,

so they are stuck in a box by themselves down in

the lower right-hand corner near Seattle.

Not that the men here wouldn't prefer a base

near Seattle or that the combat crewmen really

want any more combat than they have right now.

But what they would all like to know is where

they stand in importance.

Actually, of course, Alaska and the Aleutians

have been important since Kiska. The ground in

the Aleutians is so soft it trembles every time

heavy construction equipment passes over it, and

the huts on the soft muskeg have trembled ever

since Kiska. During all that time the Engineers

have been building up bases with airstrips and

docks and warehouses for any kind of war that

might come.

During the construction period Japan has not

been able to return to the islands because of

Aleutian-based Army and Navy bombers and

Navy task forces that have been crossing 600-

odd miles of the North Pacific to raid the Jap-

anese Kuriles. The Kuriles have been hit as reg-

ularly as the crews could make it through the

fog and wind.

The Aleutian Chain is the place most soldiers

in Alaska want to stay away from. There are

very few who like the islands. One of these rare

birds is T-4 Dashiell Hammett, 50-year-old au-

thor of "The Thin Man" and "The Maltese Fal-

HUSKIES ABROAD. These team drivers and their dogs are on the Western Front and

not in the Far North. They picked up wounded soldiers during winter snowstorms.

IK

PRIVATE STOCK. A Filipino school teacher (center) saved a bottle

of whisky for three years to offer Americans when they came back to

Luzon. Left and right are Pfc. William Gee and T/Sgt. Floyd Aden.

TUNING. In technical terms, Pvt. Russell Myers of the Signal Corps is checking

line sag on this pole in France, using the oscillation method for proper wire tension.

RISKY JOB. A Coast Guardsman clings to a rail as he tries to clear away

a loose fender from the deck of a tanker in churning South Pacific seas.

DUTCH TREAT. Dressed in their native costumes, these little Hollanders were taken
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for a walk by GIs visiting the home in which 145 of them are cared for by nuns.

AS OF THE WORLD

Ps ON ICE. Like everyone else MPs have off-duty hours and these particular ones

e enjoying theirs by spending an afternoon skating in the city of Reykjavik, Iceland.

UPER LOAD. Bomb-bay doors open and tons of bombs pour out of these B-29s as they fly

ver enemy positions in Burma. Their target was a Jap supply depot near Rangoon.

STOPPING THE SHOW. At a Gl night club in Belgium with

Belgian entertainers and a soldier dance band, T-5 Walter Gold-

berg steps before the microphone to sing "Good Night Ladies."

AC-Y HATS. This is one way of enjoying your off-duty time. In Paris these three

°« visited a famous shop and got a kick out of trying on the latest in spring hats.

TESTING. Barbara Chambliss doesn't need to test. The water is
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warm, being the Gulf of Mexico, but all the same it's a very nice pose.
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Heavy Dough

Dear Yank:

I have been very lucky with the little white

cubes, but I hear tell that I will not be able to

bring all my dough back into the States when

I finally do get home. The way I get it, I can only

bring back $50 in cash. Is that right or is someone

kidding me?

Solomon Islands -Wo JAMES WALTERS

B They're kidding you. There is a Treasury regulation put-

ting a $50 limit on the amount of currency that can -be

brought into the States from certain foreign countries, but it

does not apply to military personnel. So don't worry; the

dough is all yours. However, if local theater regulations limit

the amount of cosh you can take back to the States, you can

send the rest of the money back via Treasury check or postal

What's Your

Problem?

Letters to this department should bear writer's

full name, serial number and military address.

you stated that GIs who had undeveloped film

which they wanted developed should send it to

Rochester, N. Y., for development. Recently I tried

to send some film to that address and local cen-

sorship refused to let me put it through. Doesn't

the answer which you gave apply to men in over-

seas theaters?

Italy -Pvt. JAMES J. REYNOLDS

I The answer YANK gave was intended to apply only to

personnel who had returned to the States from an overseas

area. GIs in oveYseas theaters should refer to their theater

or base censors for instructions on the handling of amateur

film. Overseas theater commanders have issued instructions

on the procedure to be followed in disposing of amateur

film in their respective theaters. GIs overseas must not com-
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municate unofficially with Rochester about such film.

Minority Discharge

Dear Yank:

I was just under 16 when I joined the Navy.

Now they have discovered my true age and they

are going to discharge me. Is it true that I will

get a dishonorable discharge and that I am out of

luck on mustering-out pay?

Pacific -WTUIAM WIGGINS STc

B The Navy says that if a man is under 17 when he is

discharged, his enlistment -is canceled and he gets a discharge

"under honorable conditions" but no mustering-out pay. If

he is over 17 when discharged, he gets the same "under

honorable conditions" discharge and mustering-out pay.

Photos Developed

Dear Yank:

A couple of months ago you had an item in

your What's Your Problem? column in which

Dear Yank:

When I entered the Army I took out a $10,000

GI policy but I kept my civilian insurance going

because I found it had no' "war clause." Now

these premium payments on my civilian insur-

ance are beginning to drive me nuts. My policy

calls for four payments of $30 each a year. When

I was in the States that was OK; I received my

notices of premiums due and paid on the nose.

However, mail to this part of the world is not

what Fd call reliable. I feel sure that my policy

will lapse one of these days because of the mail

delays as we move from island to island. Is there

any way in which I can have the Army take care

of my insurance payments by deducting the

Stakes to a Steak

Scott Field, III.—When Pfc. Jack Coopersmith of

Squadron C arrived at Scott from overseas, one

of the first things he did was to take his travel-

worn uniform to the cleaners. But, having missed

a couple of pay calls, he was financially em-

barrassed when the time came to call for the

clothes. He appealed to the Red Cross and was

given a loan to cover the cost of the cleaning and

some toilet articles. He asked for a little more-

enough for an occasional coke and a steak—but

was told that the rules wouldn't permit it.

After paying his cleaning bill, however, he

had a few cents left and in a wild and woolly

game of "dominoes" parlayed his pennies to enough

for a steak. At the PX he was just about to cut

into a luscious piece of "medium rare" when he

met the accusing eyes of the man next to him

-the Red Cross director.

-S9t. HAROLD L ASEN

BED CHECK

Camp Hood, Tex.—Returning to the barracks

after early chow one morning, a rookie went

at the task of making up a bunk. He concentrated

on the task so intensely that he paid no attention

to another trainee standing by until the latter said,

"Thanks, buddy. You really know your stuff."

"Cripes," said the rookie after looking around,

"I'm in the wrong barracks."

Dead Men Do Tell Tales

Sioux Falls AAF, S. Dak.—For the Inquiring Re-

porter of the post newspaper, the Polar Tech,

Pvt. William E. Leeds of St. Louis, Mo., answered

the question, "What was your closest escape from

possible death?" His reply: "I was fooling around

with a six-cartridge Colt revolver when I was
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a kid. I didn't think it was loaded, so I started

playing a little game, first clicking the gun at the

mirror and then at my head. On the fourth shot

a forgotten bullet exploded and the mirror shat-

tered into a thousand pieces."

Two days later eagle-eyed Pvt. Lorris R. Miller

wrote in: "Does Pvt. Leeds realize that if his first

shot was at the mirror, his fourth shot would be

at himself? Brother, he's dead!"

The Navy Lands Again

Camp Gordon, Ga.—While 5,000 soldiers were

sitting in the Sports Arena waiting impatiently

for the Kay Kyser show to begin, a solitary sailor

ambled in, looking for a seat. At the sight of the

Navy blue, the soldiers broke into cheers and ap-

plause. The Kyser band picked up the cue and

cut loose with "Anchors Aweigh."

The sailor, R. B. Boyd SK3c, was a native of

Augusta who had just returned from active duty.

Asked where he had obtained his ticket, he re-

plied, "That's a Navy secret." _Cpi. BERNARD bloom

Pons Gold in Nevada Hills

There can't be many bases in

_ this country where you can come back from

a two-mile hike with some freshly panned gold,

but it can be done here, and Cpl. John Miller, an

instrument specialist, is the man who does it.

A tall, gray-haired GI who looks older than his

39 years, Cpl. Miller makes a hobby of the study

and collection of minerals. He has any number of

specimens from his home state, Maine, and has

added considerably to his collection in his travels

from one base to another in the Army. But it

HOME TOWNS IN WARTIME

The smog that shrouds the city

these days is a symbol of war

production in plants and mills.

By Sgt. AL HINE

YANK Staff Writer

Pittsburgh, Pa.—The story used to be that the

girls in Pittsburgh had such shapely legs

because they had to walk up and down so

many of the city's hills and the exercise devel-

oped their muscles in the right places. Well, the

hills are still there and the girls are still there

and their legs are just as pretty, but there's far

fewer than the usual complement of males to ad-

mire them. The hills, we mean.

Jt takes awhile for you to realize, though, that

there has been even that much change in the life

of Pittsburgh. It is busier than ever, with the

mills along the river flashing a bright backdrop

by night to the now-scanty traffic along the

Boulevard of the Allies. But the town has been

busy before, and to a returning GI the things

that are still the same are easier to spot than the

changes.

In the winter the snow turns gray just as

quickly as ever in most sections and the familiar

slush achieves a, new tone of black with the help

of increased industrial soot. When there isn't

snow, this same soot scuts up from the pave-

ments in little black clouds as your shoes strike

the ground. You can rest assured that the Smoky

City of bad radio jokes is as smoky as ever.

The Pittsburgh that never gets into the jokes

is the same, too. South Park and North Park

are both lovely in the snow for steak fries by

characters who can snare enough ration points,
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and they're still swell for winter sports. Last

spring and summer both parks played host to

the usual picnic throngs, which were only a little

reduced by the difficulty in getting about on ra-

tioned gas. Since Kennywood can be reached by

trolley, the amusement park has enjoyed a boom,

PAOC M

with'furloughing GIs subtracting a note of color

from the crowds.

You don't see as many soldiers in town as you

might expect. Camp Reynolds at Greenville, Pa.,

is the only camp situated near enough to Pitts-

burgh for GIs stationed there to take advantage

of overnight passes to visit the city. There are a

few MPs around, of course, and even some SPs.

There are some Ordnance guys lucky enough to

be stationed in the town itself, checking and

doing the paper work on the district's war pro-

duction, and there are GIs at Pitt and Tech.

But because the ASTP was curtailed last year,

there are fewer men in uniform taking courses

at the colleges. The GIs are almost the only male

students the colleges have. The few civilian co-

legians are either exceedingly 4-F or painfully

young and downy. But the co-ed population has

increased during the war. There are girls, girls,

girls on all the campuses.

The OD students get worked reasonably hard

to balance the luck of being stationed in the

United States. For a while Pitt GIs lived cosily

in the fraternity houses along Forbes Street, but

that was too good to last, and the Army has

bundled them off to the Cathedral, where they

In many of the mills you'll find young girls

and women doing men's jobs—running donkey

engines in the plants, loading cars and such like.

Many are trying to fill the place of an absent

GI husband or honey. Others have gone into war

plants simply because they are needed or because

they like the cash. But most of them seem to have

no ambition to hang onto their industrial jobs

come the peace. At Jones and Laughlin's South

Side works the plant manager could think of only

one girl who wanted to carry on after the war—

her husband had been killed overseas.

In plants like Pittsburgh Equitable Meter and

other manufacturers of finished products where

girls worked even in peacetime, the femi-

has been tremendous. At the West-

Company's East Pittsburgh works,

women employees have been known to break

into she-wolf whistles at the sight of a service-

man—all in the spirit of good clean fun.

Aluminum is booming and Pittsburgh, with

few Kensington up the river, is still the center

of aluminum production in spite of the vast ex-

pansion of the industry elsewhere. Special alloy

steels, machine tools, coal, electrical equipment,

glass and manufactured items of almost every

kind are high on the list of Pittsburgh products

in the war. On Neville Island, the Dravo Corpo-

ration turns out PT boats and various other craft

for the Navy. They go down the Ohio to the

Mississippi and thence to sea and action. The

three rivers are crowded with the traffic that

keeps Pittsburgh a leading inland port.

Pittsburgh has no new wrinkles to add to the

food and cigarette shortages found in all cities.

Shopping housewives queue up early in the
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mornings at Donahue's and other food stores to

get first grabs at products rumored to be due for

rationing. Cigar stores along Liberty, at the

worst of the tobacco famine, offered Longfellows

—those 10-cent dictator-size banquet smokes—

as their only available cigarettes. In drug stores

you can still get Tast-T-Lemmon and Lem-N-

Blend, the fruit juice drinks native to western

Pennsylvania.

The migration of Pitts burg hers to the suburbs

—Mt. Lebanon, South Hills and the like—con-

tinues. There hasn't been much new building

since the war, but the North Side and the East

End are becoming business districts and shopping

centers. Squirrel Hill around Forbes and Murray

is turning into a little East Liberty, and East

Liberty is increasingly like "downtown."

The housing shortage in Pittsburgh—as in

every other large American city—is acute. The

population has increased, with the influx of in-

dustrial workers from outside more than bal-

ancing the drain of the Army. The Army itself

has run into the housing problem and has taken

over the old Municipal Hospital on Bedford

Street as an MP barracks.

Footloose MPs and their freedom-loving pris-

oners used to escape through the back windows

of the hospital, but this hole has been plugged.

Arlington Heights on the South Side is the only

recent substantial housing development.

McKeesport is as overcrowded as Pittsburgh

since U. S. Steel moved its El wood City plant

there. Homestead has been half torn down to
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LET THE PEOPLE COME

When this is done, let all the people come

From all the lands of earth and walk around

The tattered world. Let them be awed, struck

dumb

By what they see. Show them the battleground,

IThe shattered tanks, the buried guns, the stones

Of cities where the bombers passed. Point out

\S The graves of men or, where they fell, the bones

Of those who died too slow and did without.

Show them the worst of what there is to see;

Let them be sickened, horrified, aghast;

But let them look and feel and touch and be

Aware that Future's signpost is the Past,

That these might happen soon again. Let these

Be War's last great advertisement for Peace.

SGSU, lake Placid. N. Y. -Sgt. HAROLD APPIEBAUM

THOUGHTS FROM A BOMBER

Which cynical god

In the arrangement of things

Placed this woman

Squatting on a hillside

Near where the ox flings

Moist clods

From an impatient hoof

And gave her

The inscrutable passion

For silent.

01 l

bet-

If

4

Sat pan

be

■

SOAP AND WATER
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You might think this nonsense and so much

palaver

Till you've gone for a month and not even seen

lather.

I think someone said that a bath is a bath

When a man's in a tub and can both sing and

laugh.

With no one to watch him or tell him to hurry

And soapsuds are flitting about in a flurry.

I've bathed in canteen cups and helmets and cans,

I've gone for three weeks without washing my

hands,

But I think if I ever get but of this war

I'll live in a bathtub for time evermore.

Just give me a tub that is porcelain-lined,

With nice tiled floors, and I'll soon be reclined

The full length of that lovely container of water

And neither my wife nor my son nor my daughter,

Through threat or enticement, shall lure from

'his lair

The father they love. They can pull out their hair,

They can rave, they can rant, they can scream,

they can roar;

But I'll smile and remember this bathtubless war,

And I'll lie midst the wonderful soapsuds, I think,

Till my skin and my soul are a rose-petal pink.

Franc* -Cpl. JOHN E. ABEL Jr.

IT seems the Army was partly responsible for

putting this trim figure in the movies. Jean

Trent was on tour of Army airfields with a

Fourth Air Force show and some GIs sent her

photograph to Walter Wanger. That brought

her an interview and a long-time contract
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My Soldier Movie

Back and forth across the country fly the siz-

zling questions: "Are soldier movies true to

soldier life?" and "Is GI Joe really the way the

films show him?"

Critics call for greater truth and realism.

Hollywood shrugs its shoulders, points to the

box-office figures and turns out another blooper

about the teen-age crowd at the Stage Door Can-

teen. The public, caught in the middle and puz-

zled, looks for someone to whom it can go for the

final, authoritative, reassuring word.

Well, here I stand, bursting at the barracks

bag with expert opinion, and the only thing any-

one ever asks me is "Hey, what's holding up them

large plates?" But today somebody else is in the

kitchen with Dinah, so attention, please, Holly-

wood and fans:

The trouble with soldier movies is that they've

been glorifying the wrong soldiers. First we get

a rash of epics about clean, blond lads in the

Air Force saying "Roger!" in clean, blond voices,

loving girls with unbearably lovely hair and, at

the drop of a propeller, zooming off into the wild

blue yonder. Sweet, bu,t is it Life?

No, decides a movie Genius With an Idea, and

he rolls back the clock to the last war and comes

up with a job about a plain ground soldier, evi-

dently slated for the Infantry. He has this plain

soldier spend exactly three-fifths of his basic-
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training time polishing the insides of garbage

cans and another fifth running around with gen-

erals (we killed the last fifth New Year's Eve).

He finally releases the picture under the hot title

of "See Here, Pvt. H~g—e."

There is nothing radically wrong about giving

the Air Force and the Infantry an occasional

break in the films, but anybody knows that the

real heroes of this war are the guys in the sta-

tion complements and they are the ones who

should be glorified. Then we will have a real

Army movie, one with the stuff of life in it; a

human document—alive, warm, breathing.

I've just about finished the scenario, and I

happen to have it with me. Naturally I won't

give you all of the plot here, or the dialogue,

or even all of the characters. I want to have

something in reserve when they get me into one

of those story conferences in Hollywood. How-

ever, I see no harm in revealing the title and

just a few hints about the story.

For a while I played with several titles, each

possessing its good points. "Service Unit, I Love

You" occurred right away, and for a while I

was rather fond of "30 Seconds Over the PX."

Then "The Keys of the Typewriter" certainly

deserved consideration. I finally decided, though,

that you couldn't beat "Well, Well, Pfc. Weldon."

I admit frankly that my decision was caused

by a desire to have my name known in every

household, instead of merely in most camp

latrines. The big advantage of this title is that

in making a sequel in a couple of years they

has a T-Formation

Ed McKeever turned down several attrac-

tive offers from Fordham, Boston Col-

lege and a number of professional clubs,

and signed a contract to be head coach of

football at Cornell because he was looking for

security. He wanted to settle down in a nice

small town where the 5-year-old McKeever

twin girls could start school next fall without

worrying about whether they'd have to move

again before they got acquainted with the

teacher.

"We want to marry our next coach," they

told him at Cornell. "We'll promise to honor

and obey, in victory and in defeat, and not

even the most disgruntled alumnus will make

us part."

Ithaca, N. Y., the home of Cornell, looked

just right for the twins, who were born in

December 1940 while their father and Frank

Leahy were taking the Boston College team

to New Orleans to beat Tennessee in the

Sugar Bowl.

"Get out the marriage license and put that

in writing," McKeever said. "I do."

A. long-term and well-paid coaching career

at a respectable Ivy League school like Cor-

nell must look good to McKeever. He appre-

ciates such a spot because he made his way to

the top of the football business the hard way

before he became temporary headman at

Notre Dame last year, succeeding his best

friend, Frank Leahy, who went to the Navy

on leave of absence. Just to keep the record

straight, in case you haven't seen the news-

papers lately, Hugh Devore, the Notre Dame
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line coach who used to be headman at Provi-

dence College, is going to fill in for McKeever

at South Bend until Leahy returns.

The new Cornell coach was born in San

Antonio, Tex., and played high-school foot-

ball at St. Edward's University Prep for Jack

Meagher, an ex-Notre Darner who afterward

coached at Rice and Auburn. Meagher en-

couraged McKeever's ambition to play under

Knute Rockne, but Ed was only a freshman

when the great coach was killed in an air-

plane crash in Kansas. He lost his enthusiasm

then and began to get homesick. So he left

South Bend and rode the rods back to Texas.

He first tried to enroll at Rice, but Meagher,

his old coach, had to turn him down because

the T/O for football scholarships had no va-

cancies that year. Marchie Schwartz, star of

Rockne's last team, had given him a letter of

recommendation to Pete Cawthon, the Texas

Tech coach, so that was his next stop. Caw-

thon wasn't sure he wanted McKeever, but he

let him sleep in an empty janitor's office on

the campus.

Texas Tech then had the reputation of be-

ing "the best pro club in the Southwest," but

if it was McKeever wasn't one of its highest

salaried men. He worked his way through

school. Ed and a chum used to catch snakes,

skin them and make snakeskin belts which

they sold to the freshmen. Summers he

worked on the range as a cowhand.

In his first play the day he made his varsity

"HAVE WE ANY PLACE FOR A GUY WITH FOUR YEARS AT YAIE AND

TWO IN THE HARVARD BUSINESS SCHOOL?" -Sgt. Douglas Borgstedt

HEAR THE OLD MAN THREW THE BOOK AT YOU."

—Sgt. Arnold Thurm
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"WELL, IF IT AIN'T A MIRAGE I'VE BEEN A DAMN FOOL SINCE EARLY

IN 1942." -Sgt. Ted Miller
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"SERGEANT, THIS IS WILFRED APOLLO, WHO WILL PLAY THE ROLE OF

YOU IN 'CONGRESSIONAL MEDAL.'" -Cpl. An Com
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